Dina’s Diner is at a truck stop. The truck drivers love Dina. Dina is always nice. Dina jokes with them. Dina’s pies are famous. Dina makes all kinds of pies. Some are sweet. Some are tart. Some are salty.

They order a slice of each. That way, they can share. The chocolate or pecan pie is best. Twin truckers Pop and Mack drive. This makes Dina happy. She knows how much Tony loves his mother. This makes Dina happy. She knows it is almost as good as his mother’s. It reminds him of home. He says that Tony loves the peach pie. He says it is creamy. It is salty. It is full of chicken. It is filling.

If you were ever to ask her, Dina would tell you that her favorite pie is apple. She likes the sweet, tart taste. She likes the crunch of the apples.

Dina loves making pie. You can taste the love in Dina’s pies. It is what brings people to her diner.